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Why are companies 
automating? 



Does any of this feel familiar? 

“How do we go 
faster?”

“How do we 
scale?”

“Is automation 
secure?”

“We need to 
automate across 
on premises and 

cloud.”

Operational challenges 

 “We can’t hire.”

“People are 
leaving for other 
opportunities.”

“Our team is 
overworked.”

“How do we build 
automation 

communities?”

Skills gaps

“We already have 
too many tools to 

maintain”

“Budgets are 
shrinking.”

Budgetary pressures
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According to Forrester Research...  
“Automation is now a 
boardroom imperative.” 

Automation is a tool.

Automation is tactical. 

Automation is strategic.

https://go.forrester.com/press-newsroom/covid-19-has-made-automation-a-boardroom-imperative/


Where are you on that journey to optimize or transform?
Every automation journey starts somewhere

Forrester maturity model

Level 1
▹ No trust

▹ No accountability

▹ No customer focus

▹ No collaboration

▹ Manual tools and 
processes

▹ No metrics

▹ Reactionary

Level 2
▹ Starting to trust

▹ Evaluating accountability

▹ Starting to collaborate

▹ Starting to focus on 
customers

▹ Evaluating metrics

▹ Still reactionary

▹ Evaluating tools and 
processes

Level 3
▹ Basic level of trust 

between org units

▹ Starting to hold one’s 
org unit accountable 

▹ Starting to journey map 
customer experience

▹ Implementation of basic 
automation tools

▹ Implementing simple 
metrics

▹ Starting to predict 
workloads and business 
impact

   Level 4
▹ High degree of trust

▹ Holding other orgs 
accountable

▹ Steadfast collaboration

▹ Mapped customer 
experience

▹ Evaluating full software 
release automation

▹ Starting to tie metrics to 
customer experience

▹ Predicting demand 
management accurately

Level 5
▹ Everyone holds each 

other accountable 
across org units

▹ Collaboration 
throughout the software 
delivery lifecycle

▹ Customer experience 
ties directly to business 
technology objectives

▹ Full software release 
automation is employed

▹ Demand management 
predictions are accurate 
and in real time
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Automation Maturity Curve

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5
Aware Standardized Proactive Institutionalized Optimized

Speed Scale
Reliability

Effort per change

Standard onboarding
Reliable release process

Team autonomy
Testing framework(s)

Expanded external integrations
Governance driven RBAC

Cross team workflows
End-to-end automation provisioning

Automation first across silos

Federated Self-Service automation 
Event driven automation

Self-healing infrastructure
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Network

Routers

IPAM

Switches

LBs

Private cloud

Infrastructure Cloud native

Security Public cloud

ITSM

Red Hat 
Ansible Automation Platform

Edge

PAM

IDPS

SEIM

Firewalls

   Collaborative automation across your ecosystem 

60+ 
Certified

Technology 
partners 

 140+
Certified
Content 

Collections  

100+ 
Systems    

integrators + 
Resellers

55,000
GitHub stars

1000+ 
Active open 

source 
contributors 
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Supported and certified content you can trust.

Network SecurityInfrastructure Cloud Edge140+
Certified Content
Collections

60+
Certified technology
partners

Automation Everywhere



3,000+
customers across every vertical

6.18 million
Nodes under management 

Active open source community 
contributors

Red Hat Ansible by the numbers 

200+
Strategic partners, including 
Certified technology partners, 
System Integrators and 
Resellers

1000+

55,000+

Our product

GitHub stars

Our ecosystem

2M +
downloads per month
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Automation adoption is a game-changer 
How you can expect the right automation strategy to impact your IT - and your business

Faster innovation Increased efficiency Reduced cost
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The benefits of 
automating 



Business Value of Red Hat Ansible Automation Platform



The business value of automation

Build a scalable foundation for innovation
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Organizations achieved significant value with the Red Hat Ansible Automation Platform

Source:
IDC White Paper, sponsored by Red Hat, "The Business Value of Red Hat Ansible Automation Platform", doc # US47989320, October 2021.

667% five-year ROI
10 months to payback

76% reduction in 
unplanned downtime

75% faster deployment 
of new storage resources

30% more efficient IT 
infrastructure management

29% more efficient network 
infrastructure management

IDC’s research demonstrates the strong value that organizations 

have achieved with the Red Hat Ansible Automation Platform. 

https://www.redhat.com/rhdc/managed-files/cl-idc-business-value-of-ansible-automation-analyst-material-f30419-202110-en.pdf


The business value of automation

Improvements in application development
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Automation enables deployments to be repeatable and reliable

Source:
IDC White Paper, sponsored by Red Hat, "The Business Value of Red Hat Ansible Automation Platform", doc # US47989320, October 2021.

More productive DevOps teams

Teams were able to better support 

their line of business partners

more applications 
developer per year

productivity 
increase

More efficient IT infrastructure teams

With the increase in productivity, they were 

able to focus on other important projects

more efficient IT 
infrastructure management

more efficient IT 
security teams

Teams were able to spend 59% more time 
on innovation and other activities

25% 39% 30% 30%

https://www.redhat.com/rhdc/managed-files/cl-idc-business-value-of-ansible-automation-analyst-material-f30419-202110-en.pdf


The business value of automation

Improvements in business operations
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Automation allows teams to analyze and aggregate data more effectively

Minimized unplanned downtime

Reduced risk and increased ability to 

manage and mitigate service disruptions

reduction in 
unplanned outages

reduction in 
unplanned downtime

Improved business processes

Helped track and secure relevant 

compliance-related information more easily

faster time to market for 
services and products

increase in productivity 
for compliance team

Source:
IDC White Paper, sponsored by Red Hat, "The Business Value of Red Hat Ansible Automation Platform", doc # US47989320, October 2021.

76% 58% 18% 30%

https://www.redhat.com/rhdc/managed-files/cl-idc-business-value-of-ansible-automation-analyst-material-f30419-202110-en.pdf
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Customers experience remarkable results
Red Hat® Ansible® Automation Platform

more applications 
developed per year

76%39%
reduction in
unplanned downtime

667%
five-year ROI

Use automation to transform IT and deliver results
Source:
The Business Value of Red  Hat Ansible Automation Platform, IDC, October, 2021 and AnsibleFest presentation, IDC, September, 2021

30%
more efficient IT infrastructure 

management

29%
more efficient network 

infrastructure management

https://www.redhat.com/en/resources/business-value-red-hat-ansible-tower-analyst-paper
https://events.ansiblefest.redhat.com/widget/redhat/ansible21/sessioncatalog/session/1631291612350001tem4
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Business Value Tools to 
see the benefits of 
automating 

● ROI Tool
● Time Savings Calculator
● Automation Analytics - Automation Calculator



ROI Tool
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https://redhatansibleroi.com/
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Reportes
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https://redhatdg.co1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_25JhSmJFBbdWzg9
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Calculadora de ahorro de tiempo
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Automation Analytics - Automation Calculator



Muchas Gracias
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Automation Analytics - Automation Calculator
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One subscription. One integrated platform. Enterprise ready.

Single comprehensive platform 
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100+ certified content 
collections 

Ansible Content Collections

Ansible containerized execution 
environment builder

ansible-builder

Hosted certified content 
repository 

Automation hub

Visibility, predictive analytics and more

Red Hat Insights for Ansible 
Automation Platform 

Execution environment 
orchestration tooling 

ansible-navigatorAnsible Platform operator 

Package, deploy and manage 
this platform on OpenShift.

 Automation controller Automation execution 
environments 

Automation control plane Scalable packaging and runtime 
execution plane

Automation mesh 
Connectivity across diverse enterprise 
automation environments

Write and manage Ansible 
code with Visual Studio 

Microsoft vs.code plugin

Open source 
components, 
integrated, ready to 
use with lifecycle 
support 16+

https://marketplace.visualstudio.com/items?itemName=redhat.ansible

